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2»   Nelakondapalli in |ri«a*»»«%i^iM  District.
Excavation at Nelakondapalli, Khammam District was resumed for the 4th season in 1986-87.
During this season, excavation was conducted at 2 sites, viz., mahastupa and Byragulagutta, to trace the
structural details of the stupa and for periodwise data in the relatively well preserved south-eastern and
south-western quadrants.
Byragulagutta: This rich cultural site is in. the vicinity of Nelakonda a prominent hill ridg«. At
this place work has been taken up. The excavation is to trace the vertical sequence for assessing the nature
of the site and to correlate this data with that of the one found at mahastupa.
Excavation Details: Work in the trench measuring 30 m, x 20 m. in the south-eastern quadrant of the
mahastupa sunk in the previous season, is completed during this season* In addition, one more trench of
30 m. x 24 m. dimension, adjacent to the previous one covering the entire south-western quadrant has been
laid and excavated completely. At Byragulagutta, two long trenches - one in east-west orientation
and the othsr in north-south orientation are laid in an area of 200 m. X 30 m.? but excavated partly €^r
want of time and funds.
As a result of the work carried during the last 4 seasons, almost 3/4th portion of the stupa in brick
masonary has been exposed. The exposed data strongly suggests that the stupa was completed during
the Ikshvaku times. But in the later Vishnukundin times its height was extended by another 215 m*
Another contribution of the Vishnukundins was the introduction of stair-cases with landing platforms
on four sides of the 4 cardinal points to provide access to the terraces* All these additions m
Vishnukundin times made 'the stupa imposing, majestic and elegant* The following details of the
stupa are assessed after cross checking all the evidences:
 1.	Height of the stupa	16*5	m,    (54')
 2.	Radius of the stupa upto thie^drum,	25,86	m*    (85')
upto the pradakshanapatha	32.86	m,    (106')
 3.	The total height of the dome	6.60	m,
(with 5 tiers and 5 hollows)
 4.	The Utal height of the drum	3,90	m.
 5.	Width of the pradakshanapaiha	3.5	m.
Height of die pradakshanapatha	2.10	m.

